
FORM I - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

sat bet fit cot cut bag mad hat

cat jet lit dot hut rag pad pet

mat met nit pot nut sag bad sit

hat net pit got but tag glad got

fat pet sit hot gut gag sad but

pat get he lot glut wag had bag

rat vet hit not strut brag dad had

scat yet spit spot as flag salad me

a in me of has is do on

I it him on had his to his



FORM I - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

log bid man pen bug bin cap fog cob pop cab lift

jog did ban den dug din gap lid job plop dab soft

fog hid fan hen hug fin lap man mob prop jab swift

hog kid pan men jug pin tap ten sob crop lab drift

dog lid tan ten mug tin map jug rob drop nab gifts

bog rid van tent rug win clap win snob laptop tab left

frog skid plan went plug grin flap map jobs for crab shift

smog slid so sent snug spin snap my throb are grab thrift

an mum no can my boy old ant see stop habit was

car she ant the from girl will mum her lop now put



FORM I - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

stop sped and job cry strap quit shed chop that back sky

stunt spent band plop dry strand quest shelf chug them kick strap

stung spin bend tab fly strict quick ship lunch then rock quit

step split blind soft fry string quack shot much thing truck wish

dust spun find just sky strip quilt wish pinch think black pinch

fist sprint hand crisp spy strong squint brush rich with brick that

just crisp send hand try strum quiet cash such cloth snack truck

trust spell sand you by stray quiz crush chant froth neck work

twist you friend see look name have home play school family gone

one your two one good gone going work water house come look



FORM II - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

see sea zoo boat book car head her sir fur out now

bee beat boo coat look far read herd girl hurt loud how

tree beak food road foot art deaf verb bird turn about cow

free heat cool soap wood arm tread term stir burn cloud down

feet leak moon goat good star thread fern dirt curl round town

feed mean boot throat cook park threat jerk shirt hurl sound wow

seed seat hoop toast woof bark bread hermit skirt burp count crowd

keep east roof boast hoof farm spread butter firm spurt pouch shower

meet teach coop coast wool hard breath letter third slurp pound frown

deep beach hoot load books harm ahead summer twirl blurt found growl

week cheap mood loaf looks mark meant winter swirl churn ground powder

green cream spoon moan shook scar instead better smirk surfer around power

queen dream booth moat brook charm feather clever first murder shouted prowl

bleed feast boost oak booked carpet health finger chirp churches counter towel

cheek teacher proof roam swoosh garden leather sister thirst sunburn again tower

creep peanut swoop roast stood market pear under circus disturb each brown

screech stream scooter toad cooking carton sweat number birthday turnip find cowboy

name house how until town any left school tea many than full

mother here great bring water for never two saw our eat bear

ready jump play family work gave over won lunch people start wear



FORM II - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

own new for saw made home day rain lie high air ear

mow few born law came note say train pie night fair dear

mown grew fork jaw same hole way faint tie light pair hear

blow drew short draw take hope play paint dried right stairs clear

blown blew sport yawn bake those fray nail cried tight chairs fear

snow flew storm crawl case froze stray braid tried sight hair gear

grow chew torch claw safe choke spray chain pies fight flair near

slow brew horse claws snake smoke tray drain quiet sigh airbags rear

show crew morning thaw plate stroke today oil died sign repair ears

crow screw more shawl bite use toy boil chief thigh airport tear

flow threw score flaw like cube joy coin field fright this beard

glow newest wore brawl time tube boy join thief bright six spear

lowest stewed before hawk wife rule soy joined brief tights yellow year

window jewel snore dawn hide June enjoy spoil fiend might pretty shear

elbow cashew shore crawling slide tune loyal point grief lightning very smear

flown skewer adore squawk bride flute oyster avoid relief tonight brown hearing

buy sewer ignore drawing alike prune one says shield fighting stop eardrum

warm eyes long thing love theme once are coming also seven could

wanted fall open ever come these gone was because after fly want

ate would ask four some even Sunday paid doing friend done walked



FORM II - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36 Wk 37

bare toe off bank itch buzzing jobs boxes baby fault sickest comet orphan

care goes rack think patch buzzed guns foxes body maul quicker helmet photo

dare foe kiss honk pitch buzzer bells buzzes bumpy author quickest napkin graph

rare toes buzz sunk ditch hunting chips taxes carry August fresher planet trophy

scare woe doll drink stitch hunted costs kisses copy dinosaur freshest salad dolphin

share blue fill plank batch hunter facts ashes crazy launch longer solid alphabet

spare clue boss skunk hatch dusting flags wishes lazy sauna longest visit phonics

stare glue fuzz drank fetch dusted cuffs dresses ugly taunt grander bucket elephant

glare due jazz shrink hutch duster texts crosses grumpy fauna grandest pocket nephew

hare fuel less thank sketch printing wings crashes sunny jaunt softer packet when

mare duel mess blink snatch printed clocks bunches happy haul softest rocket where

fare cruel yell pink switch printer blocks brushes every haunted colder rabbit which

flare argue miss prank clutch banking skills lunches party astronaut coldest butter whiff

snare rescue back shrunk twitch banked snags matches army myself eldest nugget wheel

compare avenue crack tank scratch banker plants stitches bully yours quiet rotten while

scarecrow statue if trunk stretch jumped bullets switches entry black quieter picnic whisper

dead value pal wink rich jumper insects scratches lucky always quietest metal whiskers

fast little us do which live she by does both you no father

wants most bus of much have we my walk every your go other

kind put yes to such give yes the cold everyone said so ready



FORM III - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

edge age gem ace knot write little level medal pencil cry weeks

ledge cage gel race knit wrote table label pedal fossil fly shoes

hedge page jump face knob wrap apple tunnel animal April fry wheels

wedge wage just rice knock wrist bottle camel oval lentils try games

pledge rage joker mice knee wreck handle tinsel petal civil reply boys

badge stage magic slice kneel wrong tickle travel local council July chiefs

dodge huge giant grace knife writer battle towel normal until buy windows

fudge binge ginger fence knack written middle chisel magical basin shy spirits

budge fringe ranger mince know wrecked bubble model hospital gravy sky insects

ridge orange jacket cell known forty candle angel capital lady spy wishes

judge charge enjoy city knows ninety brittle cancel tropical navy dry crashes

lodge village genie prince knight seventy crumble hotel sandals ask guy lunches

nudge cringe gentle fancy gnat sixty needle squirrel general mask spry matches

smudge garbage legend beach gnaw thirty sizzle expel formal flask rye stitches

gadget damage energy circus gnome twenty sprinkle repel signal pass defy scratches

grudge bandage giraffe palace gnashed four temple motel yellow pasta deny buzzes

judged cabbage urgent force hidden fourth triple gravel green glass pry taxes

bridge average general bounce bowl eleven twinkle sequel purple faster potato princesses

trudge engage adjust salad taken twelve visible pretzel white basket sugar polishes

trudged enlarge unjust celery son eight castle chapel brown father piano actresses



FORM III - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

cries copier trying hiked tapped all other key want word

flies copied spying hiker runner ball others keys watch work

babies happier hurrying nicer running call mother donkey wander worm

carries happiest crying nicest biggest fall grandmother donkeys quantity world

ladies cried carrying dating hotter hall another monkey squash worth

puppies replied frying giving wetter mall smother monkeys wallet worked

spies carried studying liking bigger tall nothing chimney wallop worker

stories dried drying living hottest wall Monday chimneys wallow worse

curries driest emptying making wettest talk data valley wash worship

fairies hurried staying mining clapped stalk lose valleys washed worst

families spied playing moving clipped chalk else around watched worthy

hobbies buried bullying naming grabbed walk says because watching war

hurries denied lying riding ripped always user coming number warm

lilies married annoying shining stopped almost talked family birthday towards

marries muddied saying smiling shopped small Sunday friend road swarm

tries studied dying taking humming walnut Tuesday want lowest warmth

factories tidied buying using batting caller Wednesday your avenue warn

studies worried copying writing clapping football Thursday were statue warning

treaties qualified onion widest shopping walrus Friday come value warp

supplies tried none wider wedding also Saturday once rescue wart



FORM III - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

television enjoyment sadness cupful boneless badly action see door Africa

treasure amusement darkness joyful endless blindly nation sea floor African

usual apartment fitness playful homeless bravely lotion here poor Asia

pleasure department weakness useful hopeless costly fiction hear find Asian

vision investment softness powerful painless curly station bare kind Wales

measure movement sickness painful restless fairly potion bear behind Welsh

elbow payment likeness hopeful sleepless hardly portion one wild London

skewer treatment goodness forgetful spotless likely national won most Dublin

ignore placement kindness careful timeless lonely section to every Irish

August punishment rudeness cheerful useless lovely tomorrow too laugh England

September pavement sweetness forceful wordless mostly which two aunt English

October statement quickness graceful ageless newly before blew autumn Glasgow

November nephew backpack harmful cordless nicely becoming blue great Scotland

December dolphin fingernail spoonful harmless prickly among night break Scottish

March whisper gentleman stressful nameless quickly special knight push Ireland

haunted whiskers icebergs thankful reckless slowly balloon their pull Atlantic

scarecrow kitchen milkshake wishful thankless across turkey there pretty Europe

elephant pumpkin mousetrap truthful happily easily doctor quiet hour Thames

alphabet skeleton newspaper weird really does heroes quite swat Cardiff

trophy sketch shockproof believe sense awful cricket theirs beautiful Birmingham



FORM IV - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

slippery gardening chef myth cargoes breath forgetting information immature young obey measure

winner gardener charade gym dominoes century preferred sensation immortal cousin grey treasure

pottery limited machine pyramid heroes exercise gardener preparation impossible country prey pleasure

wrapped limiting machinery mystery potatoes famous galloping exploration impatient touch they leisure

buzzing limitation machete lyrics tomatoes guard machine relaxation impolite double disobey closure

planning catering cache symbol tornadoes guide chef population imperfect trouble obeyed enclosure

starring caterer brochure sympathy volcanoes heart myth vacation impure couple another pressure

shutting evening chalet system forward heard symbol relations soldier touched recommend rubbish

wedding fastening champagne twelve wrung history potatoes adoration warrior cousins search yesterday

whipping galloping palace wedge twitch island breath admiration burglar southern cauliflower medicine

forgotten marketing princess pulley cemetery learn guard chewy virus nourish teenager laughter

forgetting listened sentence approach stole popular question diagram issue courage sausage natural

beginner tattered voice junior beige promise believe money vehicle flourish magazine tourist

beginning customer because glimpse foreign question island estimate cabinet coming solemn wander

preferred Friday ceremony capsicum height special heart please standards strength understand blizzard

preferring Thursday awkward answer fragrance strange earth hundred octopus circular vegetable assume

Monday minute feelings arrive earth surprise tomatoes machines union hexagon compare dessert

shovel tomorrow centuries build early address twelve notice coarse lose marriage shuffled

skeleton vitamins enemies centre fruit appear pyramid opposite quiche alright canoe perfect

centuries collar families circle group believe chalet library rapidly astronaut annually ensure



FORM IV - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

inactive herd answered badly supermarket accept vein picture knife ghastly

incorrect class brooch elderly superstar except rein adventure knives ghost

incomplete pack canyon brightly superglue affect veil creature wife heir

incurable team data curly supersonic effect reindeer furniture wives honest

inaccurate school difficult exactly Superman ball catch departure loaf rhinoceros

income flock recent friendly supernova bawl caught mixture loaves rhubarb

inherit litter grammar honestly superpower berry choose capture shelf rhyme

inhuman pride busy cowardly supervisor bury chose butcher shelves rhymes

triumph gaggle complete fatherly origins brake left feature half rhythm

typhoon punnet consider mostly survive break leave future halves shepherd

desert November decide perfectly require fare bled torture wolf reached

suppose December extreme quickly chicken fair bleed nature wolves buried

revved pioneers wear smelly honey grate buy teacher thief excellent

passion services onion hourly jealous great bought catcher thieves often

fragile mysteries vegetables usually different groan personal richer leaf moisten

athletics lemonade yacht blazer taste grown texture stretcher leaves carriage

narrates renovate bicycle decorate crocodile here horizon pitcher conjure million

currency surname millionaire detonate swallow hear sandwich leadership failure magnetism

accurate national broad erase healthy heal sugar wilderness perfume daughter

October habitat actual disguise restaurant heel towards forgiveness volume happily



FORM IV - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

bathe basically misbehave weigh sunburn disappear extremely bomb benefit magically

cursor magically mislead eight footprint disappoint unlikely bomber sewer critically

hurriedly critically misfire neighbour sunglasses disobey untimely climb alter mislead

none nationally misfit freight coastline dislike lately comb else misspell

solve porridge misinform freighter houseboat disagree barely crumb icon mistook

capital piece misjudge sleigh shipwreck disallow bravely debt pastime eight

husband tongue mismatch eighteen earthquake discomfort entirely doubt hearth sleigh

silence site misprint eighth lightweight discover largely jamb swat earthquake

label designer mistrust weightless underneath dishonest likely lamb puny disappear

victim champion mistook eighty headache disrupt lonely lambs syllables disagree

dense opinion misspell weight skateboard community lovely limb issues unlikely

swan entertain mishap weighed watertight lifestyle nicely numb together entirely

valve maintained balance remember foreshore captain princely thumb vehicles surely

language carnivore bikini somewhere annual bicycle rarely tomb utensils crumb

mosquito bankrupt busily everywhere diagonal interrupt rudely plumber hospitals doubt

senior gangrene caramel minimum familiar avocado strangely subtle glimpse hospitals

atom herbivore festival assure motors chimpanzee surely cocoa paradise magazine

massacre tragically mountain broccoli material visa timely magazine piano interrupt

billionaire comically balk comparison factual meteorite widely trampoline ogre annual

already logically bouquet diplodocus cushion background secondly passed prefer minimum



FORM V - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

illegal happily serious irregular science actually expression ache redo usually action submerge

illegible angrily previous irrelevant scene disappear discussion chaos refresh gently invention subdivide

Illogical greedily obvious irrational scent experiment permission choir recall simply reaction submarine

undress hungrily furious irritable scissors increase admission anchor refill assembly animation subtitles

unhook lazily envious irrigation muscle length percussion echo recount bubbly dictation submission

unlucky noisily curious irritant discipline divan possession chorus recycle crumbly direction subsequent

untold sleepily various irreparable fascinate walrus impression chemist recharge probably digestion subcontract

unsafely tidily glorious squirrel obscene alto concussion character remodel nobly affection substandard

unhelpful easily delirious ankle scenery snivel profession scheme rewrite who junction forecast

unpopular readily studious worthy descent axis obsession orchestra react whirl extinction forefinger

unwelcome busily accident welcome scenic position confession chrome rebound spaghetti education forefront

unashamed cheerily bicycle restriction ascend quarter assume chronicles reclaim rhythmic exhibition forego

unselfishly shabbily breathe surprise ascent separate dessert mechanic recoiled rhinoceros infection foreground

different costume certain trouble fascinating though committee stomach regain ghastly operation forehead

difficult absolute describe terrible scientific buoyant hurricane technical rejoin heir pollution forelegs

perhaps supervise decimal twentieth pioneers deliberate interrogate beautiful distance rhubarb rejection foreshore

possible extreme actual daughter quadruple information valuable careful ought shepherd aerosol midday

regular supreme whether amble exposition artificial thousand delightful eleventh language aerodrome midnight

disguise failure unlimited bramble nutrition sieve accurate respectful isolation interpret aeroplane midstream

product calculate profit worse stethoscope barbecue antenna doubtful satellite straighten aerobatic midsummer



FORM V - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

hedge hospitals expansion league internet apply courageous antiseptic autumn business

ledge continue extension tongue interactive assess outrageous antidote column eighth

pledge experience tension vogue intercity assist spontaneous antibiotics gymnast favourite

sledge occasion invasion fatigue interact battery hideous antisocial solemn ordinary

wedge peculiar collision antique intersect borrow courteous antibody condemn possess

badge purpose decision dialogue interview classical gorgeous antifreeze columnist reign

dodge sentence division intrigue interrogate connect electrical antivenin diary straight

fidget therefore exclusion unique interpret platter electrician anticlimax annual although

gadget through television cheque interfere shuffled electricity fringe bias weight

judged women provision racquet interrupt barriers electronic singe client cafeteria

smudge xylophone divisor critique athlete currency electrons binge diagonal vegetated

trudged sincerely donor grotesque death essay electric ageing familiar significant

begrudge bisect category sequel depth mattress ambulance whingeing fluency salve

cartridge braille ignorant queued empathy narrates annoyance bingeing ingredient pentagonal

heritage arid important conquered ethnic narrow appliance cabbage material retaliate

knowledge elaborate horizon coupon northern obsess balance carriage museum ambition

dungeon salary memory crouton theory occurred importance challenge oasis exclamation

ceremony description numerator tourism government passenger nuisance college visual moisten

circular difference omnivore souvenir punctuate trespass fragrance oxygen factual bathe

expensive celebrate oracle nougat interjected actresses advance giraffe congruent cyclone



FORM V - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

musicians explain autograph poisonous tongs cheerful circus calendar magicians invasion

magicians expect automatic enormous shorts cupful circuses enough politician extension

technician exchange automobile famous jeans faithful cacti February perfume donor

electrician explore autopilot jealous glasses forgetful cactus interest exchange tongue

politician expand author nervous trousers harmful dice mention explorers unique

optician explode fauna dangerous measles forceful die particular autograph racquet

excuse exhibit sauna mountainous scissors hopeful louse remember saucer coupon

capsule exhausted haul generous spectacles doubtful lice strength enormous interactive

closure exclude laundry gorgeous pliers mournful fungus woman generous bought

consume exhale naughty anxious pants frightful fungi definitely courage taught

culture explorers applaud course basically delightful phase adequate trousers achieve

gesture express saucer mourn volcanic meaningful trophy alternate scissors relief

latitude exquisite astronaut source allergic sorrowful sphere signet forgetful receive

perfume exhilarate haunted boulder magnetic successful phantom rural successful courageous

insurance exhaustion audience touch botanic youthful paragraph exhausted circuses electrical

preserve extremely restaurant resource kinetic tasteful nephew exterior cacti antibody

distributor exterior authority courage scientific wasteful alphabet devices phantom giraffe

delivery extract sausage flourish sarcastic wonderful physical prospector calendar column

pressure existence baubles courier optimistic plentiful sapphire cymbal February annual

leisure excavating pause camouflage plastic skilful saxophone revenge mention business



FORM VI - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

vice deceive ambitious ulcer neutral vehicle ought official aisle gnaw essential mansion

space conceive cautious acid neutron genre bought special isle gnat torrential erosion

grace receive fictitious balanced amateur vacuum thought artificial aloud gnome potential excursion

suspect perceive infectious cease deuce insincere nought racial allowed gnarled partial revision

judicial ceiling nutritious scarce feudal eczema brought facial affect feign substantial vision

conscience deceitful scrumptious convince sleuth plateau fought beneficial effect campaign influential precision

conscious conceit altitude crevice eulogy guarantee wrought specialist alter champagne initial decision

unconscious receipt latitude descent euthanasia minuscule rough specially altar gnashed martial occasion

precious deceit longitude glacier Europe government tough commercial assent mortgage sequential invasion

vicious conceited horizontal circulation category bruise enough financial ascent gourmet celestial succession

delicious receiving vertical precede dictionary develop cough possession bridal depot impartial confusion

malicious conceivable degrees capacity twelfth environment though insulation bridle crochet credentials collision

suspicious received schedule preference thousand forty although survey cereal raspberry exposition conversion

atrocious piece strategy ceramics career language dough disaster serial breath audience pension

ferocious menace diameter procedure sincerely lightning through aggravating compliment dreadful applaud principal

gracious success equilateral replaceable dimensions anxious thorough excavating complement heaven condemn principle

spacious fleecy calibration existence radius physical borough phenomenon farther leather quarrelling punctuate

precise exercise symmetry ancient intersect seize plough tsunami father pleasant squabble quotation

precocious cinema parallel proceed triangular either bough despicable guessed especially quarantine whether

judicious century tessellate announce rectangular neither drought sustainable guest literature confidence competitive



FORM VI - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

accompany diary immediate relevant calculate vacancy minute agile armour canoe

according antique immigrants hesitant candidate pregnancy village rigid odour brooch

accumulate asthma impede reluctant cascade buoyancy escape singe humour bizarre

anniversary caffeine imperative observant dedicate allegiance film avenge honour definitely

appalled ukulele impeccable expectant deliberate disturbance symptom syringe labour burglar

apparatus laboratory proficient flamboyant detonate reassurance definite privilege saviour barbecue

aggressive diversity protagonist stimulants dominate reluctance basin menagerie endeavour pursuit

cappuccino accurate pronounced servant hibernate resistance governor agitated neighbour recruit

embarrass ecosystem protractor ignorant complete grievance toilet rearranged behaviour adaptation

embassy cello quadrant pheasant delete admittance fulfil agility favourite achieve

gimmick lawyer quadruple currant supreme assurance scroll contagious flavour attached

harass accommodate quadruped significant canine attendance dormant carriage harbour committee

spaghetti cemetery quadrangle buoyant examine defiance glorious challenge vapour excellent

bassoon foreign multimedia exuberant disguise endurance shrivelling cringe tourist identity

satellites bargain generated sergeant executive ignorance except dungeon tournament occupy

colossal interrupt technical arrogant inquire insurance noticeable emerge courteous occur

community necessary collage peasants negative maintenance opportunity forge contour queue

corrode recognise necessity accountant vampire annoyance however generate detour restaurant

mayonnaise stomach ethical hindrance umpire appearance volcanoes oxygen colourful suggest

composition temperature appropriate tolerant alternate tolerance skeleton urgent courier variety



FORM VI - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

innocent tendency doubt adorable divisible Amnesty bridesmaid recipe innocent immediate

confident urgency island acceptable flexible Baghdad headache surrounding accident pronounced

decent frequency lamb adaptable horrible Egyptians wheelchair animosity urgency quadruped

disobedient consistency solemn admirable impossible Atlantic toenail dessert currency relevant

independent fluency thistle agreeable incredible Europeans broadband preparation doubt calculate

intelligent dependency knight avoidable invisible Jurassic fingernail hygiene salmon supreme

consistent emergency almond breakable possible Oriental everywhere edible breakable vacancy

accident currency yolk capable responsible Parthenon grapefruit ingredients adaptable reluctance

continent efficiency calm comfortable sensible Neanderthal icebergs utensils horrible insurance

patient terminate salmon chewable terrible Triassic nowhere spoilage visible governor

gradient refrigerate colonel enjoyable visible Timbuktu underground cuisine Egyptians definite

convenient frustrate balm fashionable eligible Persian watertight cantaloupe Antarctica avenge

subsequent communicate debut imaginable ineligible Viking wholesale appliance watertight singe

fluent considerate buffet miserable mandible Antarctic quarrelsome broccoli headache oxygen

memento demonstrate psychic movable audible Antarctica playwright vegetable recipe honour

apparent designate wreathe portable reversible Thames motherboard symbol hygiene flavour

incident exterminate fasten reusable collectible mythology footage recommend appliance burglar

obedient passionate moisten suitable credible barbarian lifebuoy familiar obedient queue

insolent retaliate palm valuable feasible democracy trustworthy awkward palm inquire

deterrent resuscitate valet spreadable invincible gargoyle fellowship average terrible tolerant



FORM VII - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

AUTUMN TERM available to practise on:

Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12

suitable horrible loveable limousine period estimate suffix feud heard guitar brochure devise

suitably horribly likeable moustache patriot knead tattoo Zeus herd beret moustache desist

miserable possible useable mousse truant proverb surrender museum led psychic charades deserve

miserably possibly traceable gorgeous superior mucus brunette grandeur lead rhubarb quiche depress

probable impossible changeable miraculous medieval lozenge satellite pasteurize morning crochet chaperone deploy

probably impossibly noticeable meticulous nuclear uniqueness vaccine lieutenant mourning rapport chassis deport

comfortable terrible noticeably ravenous virtual grotesque critically secateurs past rhapsody niche dejected

comfortably terribly replaceable poisonous visual adjacent compress neutrality passed rhinoceros cliche defuse

enviable collectible manageable deciduous radiation description commerce therapeutic precede rhetorical chandelier deflect

impassable gullible agreeable glamorous spontaneous composition crevasse connoisseur proceed rhombus dachshund deflate

inexcusable legible leprechaun anonymous evaluate expedition surrogate euthanasia descent rhythmic chivalry defer

vulnerable inedible machete treacherous haphazard libraries perennial rheumatism dissent tsunami nonchalant default

unstoppable credible vacuum gluttonous luxuriant intonation assertive abominable desert wreathe bruschetta deduct

unsociable feasible aluminium wondrous olympiad duration flotilla evidence dessert wretch ricocheted decrease

incapable susceptible components monstrous pedestrian evacuation mannequin interpret draft writhe embouchure decoy

irritable ineligible justify mountainous mediocre quotient colleagues empathy draught wrought gauche deconstruct

advisable inaudible interior anxiously meridian incite millennium chronology colonel wry cachet deceased

intolerable illegible modify previously barbarian equivalent commemorate continuous kernel knowledge chartreuse deactivate

respectable reversible deconstruct anxious liaise percentage silhouette cajole council psychology machinery denominator

reliable invincible ergonomics curious enthusiasm hilarious etiquette pseudonym counsel pterodactyl chalet defect



FORM VII - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SPRING TERM available to practise on:

Wk 13 Wk 14 Wk 15 Wk 16 Wk 17 Wk 18 Wk 19 Wk 20 Wk 21 Wk 22 Wk 23 Wk 24

prompt adrenaline essential insecticide asteroid accompany absence cyst serious medium altitude audition

propagate anagram initial citizens rejoice accumulate acquire lyrics various algae anecdote auditory

scheme azalea martial appreciated ointment anniversary becoming crystal obviously appreciate azure audible

scruples clothe negotiate pharmacist reservoir appalled benefit pyramid notorious barometer baritone authentic

critical curiosity partial participant repertoire apparatus citizen symbol insidious correspond composite jaunt

shrewd desperate patient pesticide boisterous aggressive disappoint asylum delirious criticise emigrate nausea

shroud javelin potential indecisive ambiguous embarrass discipline sympathy luxurious encore evaporate cautious

chrysalis regime ratio icicle previous embassy easily symmetry melodious hijack institute auxiliary

atmosphere explanation nasturtium fascination envious gimmick fascinating gymnastics rebellious locum inoculate stegosaurus

criteria individual sequential invincible religious harass address gigabytes document equipment executed thesaurus

scholar concentrate traditional accidental obvious spaghetti advertise anonymous subjective vegan deluge gauze

shrapnel khaki national recital obnoxious bassoon calendar symbolic industrial interfere lute gaunt

tyrant persuade functional facilities equation satellites equipped papyrus discoveries nuisance manipulate baubles

shriek sacrifice emotional fascinated simplify colossal exaggerate scythe pivoting parliament conjure authority

stimulus rhythm fictitious oscillate obtuse community finally acronym saturation prejudice octave bureau

acrostic sincere impatient coercion consecutive corrode athlete larynx engineering secretary palindrome bureaucrat

frivolous enthralled stationary reconcile operation mayonnaise basically abysmal industries sufficient praline austere

croissant personnel stationery incisive numerator flippant difference hypocrisy procedures convenient probate astronaut

prospector atrocious infectious artificial specimen terrarium dilemma polystyrene studious crucial turbine caterwaul

crouton beneficial lotion participle assumptions association convenience enzymes seriousness delicious solute sauerkraut



FORM VII - SPELLING PROGRAMME 2020 Your spellings are now

SUMMER TERM available to practise on:

Wk 25 Wk 26 Wk 27 Wk 28 Wk 29 Wk 30 Wk 31 Wk 32 Wk 33 Wk 34 Wk 35 Wk 36

flair metaphors anxiety croissant noon available altitude patient precious torrential

hangar homophone apathy decoupage madam competition deluge traditional ferocious decision

berth apostrophe testimony guacamole deed climax authentic stationary receive occasion

byte aphid simplicity guava kayak culprit thesaurus insecticide exercise according

buoy cellophane sensory ikebana toot fresco astronaut icicle ambitious accommodate

farther philately piracy samurai ewe determined berth invincible nutritious immediate

soared zephyr jeopardy shakuhachi eye disaster current religious glacier hesitant

profit hemisphere irony wurlitzer minim slalom pier ointment sleuth delete

prophet pamphlet harmony pirouette level immediately apostrophe simplify amateur attendance

current amphibian brevity baroque rotator mischievous pharaohs anniversary forty vacancy

currant atmosphere celebrity marquee hovercraft intelligent sapphire colossal seize fulfil

peace catastrophe monastery masquerade giraffe nougat anxiety corrode plough governor

piece pharaohs galaxy kibbutz staff nought harmony discipline thought syringe

pier physique dowry legionnaire forecast profession dowry calendar racial honour

peer phlegm fertility eisteddfod outcast rhyme croissant athlete financial definitely

mayor philosophy itinerary chihuahua unfasten signature samurai gigabytes allowed consistent

quay pharmacy antipathy ouija ghastly nutritional axolotl delirious compliment frequency

hoarse semaphore enmity bonsai telecast resolution rotator notorious campaign salmon

mussels sapphire diversity axolotl massacre restriction kayak criticise raspberry sensible

preyed cacophony dynasty cologne sarcastic bivouac bivouac hijack scarce potential


